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Green Fungus, Friend or Foe?
In some respects, my first attempt at fungi cultivation was a 
fantastic success. I did manage to cultivate a fungus. The fun-
gus in question, however, was not what I set out to grow.

A week or so after inoculating several quart-sized mason jars of pressure cooker-
sterilized rye berries with Coprinus comatus and Copriuns cinereus cultures, most of 
the cultures were showing growth of white, cottony Coprinus mycelium. But two of the 
six jars were hosting what looked to be a bright green-hued mold.

Let me introduce you to Trichoderma harzianum—the bane of mushroom cultiva-
tors large and small. In the mid-90s, commercial Agaricus growers in Pennsylvania 
reported crop losses of 30-100% thanks to the dreaded “green death”. 

I had read enough to know that I should quickly remove the infected 
jars from my grow room. So I dumped the jars of corrupted spawn 

into my compost pile in the back yard and went back about my 
business indoors. 

As it turns out, this was a huge mistake. T. harzianum’s 
spores are apparently copious and very sticky—it’s very easy 
to track spores into your otherwise clean and sterile growing 
environment. A couple of weeks later, when I started to fruit 
my Coprinus comatus spawn in a mixture of sterilized straw 
and composted cow manure, what do you think happened? 

The Shaggy Mane mycelium spread into the substrate for a 
few days, but was soon overtaken by an aggressive wave of poi-
son green. It reminded me of summer wildfires in California, 

sweeping across golden hills of tinder-dry grass. 
It didn’t take long for me to track down more and better in-

formation online about T. harzianum. (One study that I found 
claims to exonerate T. harzianum and instead points the finger 

at a unique but related strain that they call T. aggressivum, but 
I digress….) I converted an old aquarium into a sterile fruiting 

chamber, and so far it’s keeping the green out.
Coincidentally, I ran into T. harzianum again at my local plant nurs-

ery. There it was, on the list of ingredients in a soil additive that adver-
tised “beneficial mycorrhizal fungi”. I would assume that in this context, 

T. harzianum’s vicious streak is put to good use by crowding strains of 
potentially pathogenic fungi out of the garden bed. Think of Charles 

Bronsen in The Dirty Dozen—a bad egg sent in to do a mercenary 
job for the sake of the greater good. 

Just don’t bother trying to grow any Shaggy Manes along 
with your tomatoes.

Foul Weather Friends 2011
The Monday night identification meet-
ings, the Foul Weather Friends, will meet 
again this year on the schedule that fol-
lows. Those dates in parentheses will be 
held at a location to be determined. Any-
one interested in hosting our meetings on 
these dates should contact Paul Sadowski 
at pabloski1@verizon.net.

July 18, 25
August 1, 8, 15, (22), (29)
September 6 (Tue), 12, 19, 26
October 3, 11 (Tue), 17, 24, 31

Coprinus comatus illustration by Ernst 
Haeckel, Art Forms in Nature, originally 
published in 1904.Jason Cortlund
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Field Notes
. .News, Announcements & Letters

Beware!
Your Photos may be Geotagged
By Dennis Aita
If you are taking photos with your iPhone 
or some other smartphone and posting 
them on Facebook or some other social 
network your photos may have been geo-
tagged (geographical coordinates em-
bedded in their metadata) without your 
knowledge.  A morel hunter recently 
found out the hard way how our new 
technology works! (http://www.sheer-
soycandles.com/blogs/articles)

You definitely should turn off the geo-
tagging feature on your phone unless you 
really want others to know where your 
choice mushroom spots are located! 

Lincoff’s Latest 
Available for Kindle

For those in the technology savvy 
crowd, Gary Lincoff’s recently published 
The Complete Mushroom Hunter is now 
available for Kindle e-reader devices at 
Amazon.com for $9.99. For our more tra-
ditional members, the paperback version 
is also still available at Amazon and from 
discriminating book sellers everywhere!

Membership List
The summer issue of the newsletter used 
to contain the NYMS Membership list. 
To save on printing costs and postage we 
have in recent years distributed this list 
as a PDF file. You should have received 
this in your inbox by now. If not, you may 
have lapse issue. If you would like a pa-
per copy contact Paul Sadowski at pab-
loski1@verizon.net or 212-243-5233.

The John Cage/NYMS Joint Anniversary
In 2012 the NYMS will celebrate its 50th Anniversary. This milestone is coincident 
with the 100th anniversary of John Cage’s birth, one of the NYMS founding mem-
bers. A committee was formed at the Annual Business meeting to create an anniver-
sary celebration: Gary Lincoff, Pam Kray, Will Shapiro and Paul Sadowski.

We are pursuing a gala evening that might include a theatrical event, an adjoining 
gallery show and possibly a culinary event. We need input from our members as this 
is a time for the celebration of our membership past and present.

For example, the theater event, a Cage-style circus, might include pictures from 
past forays, banquets, weekends, mushrooms and more. So if you have anything of 
interest, beauty or even quotidian mushroomness please contact Pam Kray at pam-
kray@gmail.com; she will be coordinating the visuals. 

Will Shapiro, who is keen on producing the gallery event, needs NYMS and Cage 
ephemera, memorabilia, artwork, maps, field guides, etc. that will be shown on loan. 
We may have, for example, The Mushroom Book—the art book produced by John 
Cage and Lois Long (another founding member). We also hope to have a leather belt 
that was made by Art Bailey, an old-time NYMS member.

We can use advice on producing a theater event—lighting, staging, etc.—as we put 
together a financial plan to circulate this fall among potential funders. We will be 
sending notices about our progress in planning this summer. Anyone interesting in 
the plan should contact Paul Sadowski at pabloski1@verizon.net for a copy.

The Mushroom Off-Season and What’s 
Out There to be Found in City Parks
By Gary Lincoff
The NYMS mushroom season is really only four months (July-October) a year, plus 
two morel walks. What about all those other weeks? Are there no mushrooms, or no 
mushrooms worth looking for?

This past year we decided to find out. When November came we just continued to 
go out week after week, expecting the coming of winter to end our forays. We had 
mushroom hunts in November on Staten Island (where we found several fresh hen-
of-the woods and blewits) and in Brooklyn’s Prospect Park (where we found a log full 
of baby oysters). 

On December 26, we had a mushroom walk through Central Park during a blizzard 
(17” that day). January was a snow-covered month, but once bare ground appeared in 
city parks we resumed our walks. 

Between February and mid-June we had nine “official” NYMS non-morel mushroom 
hunts in city parks. We visited parks in all five boroughs. Altogether, we collected 
and photographed more than 150 different mushrooms this past winter and spring on 
these off-season walks. We found fresh chicken mushroom (both Laetiporus sulphu-
reus & L. cincinnatus), a young black-staining polypore (Meripilus sumstinei), a couple 
of boletes, the first of the good edible milky mushrooms (Lactarius hygrophoroides), 
occasional oysters, and the beginnings of the chanterelle season! 

We averaged about 15 members per walk during the off-season, even on the days 
that were cold, windy and bleak. Still, by persevering, we were able to document a large 
mushroom flora within the confines of New York City during the off-season when one 
might think that nothing much is happening in city parks. Now that the Amanitas 
and the Russulas have begun, and chicken mushrooms and boletes are appearing, as 
well as the first chanterelles, we should be able to double this list during our regular 
mushroom season. We’re aiming for a checklist of 500 different mushrooms that can 
be found within the five boroughs of New York City.

Come out and help us find them!

Testing Mushroom Soils for Lead
By Dennis Aita
To pick or not pick…and eat those mushrooms right near that busy road. What should 
one do? Personally, I try not to put myself in the difficult position of deciding, and re-
ally try not to look for mushrooms along the side of busy roads.

But, as it happened, a few years ago a fellow mushroomer and I were walking along 
a fairly busy road coming back from a mushroom spot. My friend spotted one, then 
two, which became several dozen black morels. All of them within a few feet of a fairly 
busy road, a road that I had walked alongside many times in the early spring for more 
than 20 years!

Recently, club member Elinoar Shavit has investigated old apple orchards in the 
Northeast. Many of these orchards had been sprayed with lead arsenate which was a 
pesticide that was used from the 1890’s until it was finally outlawed in 1988. Testing 
topsoils for lead and arsenic as well as the fruiting bodies of Morchella esculenta she 
found that those morels which grew on contaminated soils had accumulated both ar-
senic and lead in significant amounts. For lead, the relationship was nearly linear (the 
Pearson correlation was .94). So even after many decades in these orchards the lead 

NYMS on Facebook
Ever since we’ve started an NYMS 
Facebook page, it has become a popu-
lar way for us to stay in touch share ad-
ventures and pictures. It has enabled us, 
especially Gary Lincoff, to announce a 
number of spontaneous “pop-up” walks, 
which are a great way to hunt for mush-

rooms (see Mushroom Off-Season p.3). 
We want to point out that if you aren’t 

a member of Facebook, you’re missing 
a lot of mushroomy fun! Did you know 
that you don’t even need to log in to 
Facebook to get the messages that are 
posted? To do so visit Facebook.com and 
create an account. Search for New York 
Mycological Society and request mem-
bership. As soon as you are approved all 
posted messages will be sent to the email 
you provide.
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A Term Defined: Gleba
From Latin, the noun “gleba” describes the 
spore-bearing part of Gasteromycetes, 
fungi that include species of puffballs and 
stinkhorns.

The fetid, dark tissue at the top of the 
stinkhorn Mutinus elegans is its gleba.

Gleba artwork provided by NYMS club 
member and natural science illustra-
tor Anne Yen (www.anneyenillustration.
com).

Walks & Forays
2011 catskill weekend
After a hiatus filled with hosting the 2010 NEMF Foray, we will once again convene 
September 23-25 in Big Indian, NY for a weekend of food, comaradarie and mush-
rooms. The weekend includes six hands-on meals: a Friday evening travelers supper, 
Saturday breakfast, lunch & dinner and Sunday breakfast and lunch.

We will foray in the nearby woodlands of Frost Valley and other nearby forests. We 
will have a mycology session before a Saturday night cocktail hour.

The weekend typically runs around $160 per person meals, lodging, linens and tow-
els included. The weekend fills instantly so be sure not to delay getting your check and 
reservation to Paul Sadowski at the address on the Membership slip included in this 
newsletter. To see the Crystal Spring House where we are lodging, visit their website: 
http://www.crystalspringhouse.com

See you in September!

that had been sprayed remained locked into the topsoils and had not leached out!
Besides old apple orchards, mushroomers can also find morels and other saprophyt-

ic mushrooms along old railbeds and near busy roads, places notorious for lead accu-
mulations. Research has shown that certain Agaricus species (unfortunately they are 
some of my favorites) and shaggy manes (Coprinus comatus) often can be found right 
near roads (In fact, it seems that shaggy manes only grow near roads!). 

For piece of mind, I checked websites and was happy to find that the University of 
Connecticut does inexpensive comprehensive testing for a dozen soil factors that now 
includes the testing for lead. For 8 dollars I found out that my morel spot was surpris-
ingly low in lead – 167 parts per million, just somewhat above typical background 
numbers (above 400 ppm is cause for concern according to the EPA) but high in cal-
cium and magnesium, with a pH of 6.7 - exactly what morels like.

And if you forage other wild edibles do note that green leafy plants and the roots of 
plants are often major accumulators of lead whereas fruits are not. So for $8 one can 
know about those roadside soils where one often also sees dandelions and sometimes 
even stinging nettles. 

Generations
By Terry-Anya Hayes
(This piece appeared in a slightly different form in the zine Fireweed.)

Most of my friends, as I grew up, were tall and leafy:  the plum tree planted the day 
I was born; the Norway maple at the foot of our hill; a particular gnarly apple tree into 
which I climbed to dream, or plan, or cry.  Three cedars thrust into space from the cliff 
beyond our house, then reached for the sun, creating perfect, child-sized saddles.  I 
have never felt more secure or more loved than when riding above that sheer drop, or 
felt a loss more profound than when arguments and pleading failed and the old spruce 
that shaded our sun porch was cut down.  Throughout my uneasy childhood and ado-
lescence on the Maine coast, the arms of the trees were always open, a haven from the 
frequent turmoil at home and a living model of peace, beauty, and strength. 

In my early twenties, in the heart of New York City, vowing to avoid the mistakes of 
my mismatched parents, I became a single mother by choice.  Yet, other than loving 
my children unconditionally, I hadn’t the foggiest idea of what I should do for them.  
I looked forward to passing along my knowledge of plants as food and medicine, but 
although my daughters enjoyed our herbal teas, organic vegetables, and occasional 
wild foods, they showed little interest in gathering or growing or befriending them.  

Review ii
Digital Versions of the National Audubon Society 
Field Guide to Mushrooms of North America
by Dianna Smith
(Republished from Spores Illustrated, COMA newsletter, www.comafungi.org) 
A few months ago I stared to write a review of the new National Audubon Society Field 
Guild to Mushrooms of North America iTouch, iPhone, iPad and Android digital ap-
plication. Yes, that’s right. This is the digital version of the mushroomers’ Bible written 
by Gary Lincoff. I didn’t realize that at first, and thought to myself that the author of 
this guide writes as well as Gary does! Impossible! Anyway, in preparation for the essay 
I browsed through the application’s photos and text. 

While I am not an expert, I began to notice numerous errors in mushroom photo 
identification, uneven photo selection quality, as well as misspellings and other editori-
al oversights.  It was clear to me that the publishers were in a rush to get the application 
into the market, without having the benefit of an experienced mycologist to verify the 
identifications.  Since about 100 of my own photos were in the program, I really wanted 
to be able to recommend it. Instead, I decided to put the review on hold and con-
tact the publishing company, Green Mountain Digital, detailing the problems I found. 
Coincidentally, Noah Siegel, who has about 300 photos in the app, had also complained 
vociferously to them about the mistakes.  (He noticed even more errors than I did).  In 
a conference with the publisher and editors, we discussed the application’s problems 
and suggested recommendations for resolving them. Subsequently, Green Mountain 
Digital, which is based in Vermont, withdrew the application until it was ready for 
publication.  I am pleased to be able to say that it has improved immensely, and I can 
now recommend its use for the amateur mycologist who is not digitally challenged.

Remember! 43
2011 membership renewals received 
after April 1st are at the new member 
rate of $20 (individual) and $30 (fam-
ily). Make checks payable to the New 
York Mycological Society. If you wish to 
become a member of NAMA (the North 
American Mycological Association), 
make a separate check for $32, payable 
to NAMA, and mail it with the NYMS 
dues to Marija Zeremski-Seferovic,
NYMS, 215 Grand St. 3R, 
Hoboken, NJ 07030. Use the membership 
coupon in this issue. 

Stay responsibly in touch with us. If 
your telephone number, mailing or email 
address changes, please contact Paul 
Sadowski, Secretary with your new infor-
mation. On your membership form, please 
consider going paperless when it comes to 
receiving these newsletters. Newsletters 
sent via email (PDF file format) are in 
color, have live web links, help us contain 
costs, and use fewer natural resources! 

NYMS walks policy: We meet when 
public transportation arrives. Check the 
walks schedule for other transportation 
notes. Walks last 5-6 hours and are of 
moderate difficulty except where noted. 
Bring your lunch, water, knife, and a 
basket for mushrooms. Leaders have dis-
cretion to cancel walks in case of rain or 
very dry conditions. Be sure to check your 
email or contact the walk leader before a 
walk to see if it has been canceled for some 
reason. Non-members’ attendance is $5 
for an individual and $10 for a family. 

Warning: Many mushrooms are toxic. 
Neither the Society nor individual mem-
bers are responsible for the identification 
or edibility of any fungus.

NYMS Website
If you have visited the NYMS website 
<newyorkmyc.org> you have seen the 
renovation announcement.

At our Annual Business Meeting we de-
cided to move the forum and photo  gal-
lery functions to Facebook. We have had 
a lively exchange of opinion and postings 
of photographs since creating the group 
there in late April. The intuitive interface 
is a great improvement over our old web-
site. We encourage everyone to join.

We know that some of our members 
are resistant to joining Facebook out of 
privacy concerns. One can join Facebook 
pseudonymously using a dummy email 
account. We hope to see more of our 
members posting there.

The www.newyorkmyc.org site will 
continue to be the go-to place for news 
of walks, ID meetings, lectures and all of 
our activities. We will continue to house 
our archive of newsletters, links, con-
tacts, etc. in the future version. You will 
be able to access everything by simply 
visiting the site without signing in.

The next change will be to move the 
mailing function from our site to another 
service provider. This will occur in the 
coming weeks.

Good Links
Once Rare, Infection by Tick Bites 
Spreads: http://www.nytimes.
com/2011/06/21/health/21ticks.
html?emc=eta1
In a Food Revolution, Fungi as Com-
rades: http://green.blogs.nytimes.
com/2011/06/07/in-a-food-revolution-
fungi-as-comrades/?emc=eta1
Industrial-Strength Fungus: http://
www.time.com/time/magazine/ar-
ticle/0,9171,1957474,00.html
Car Parts Made of Mushrooms: http://
money.cnn.com/2011/04/01/technol-
ogy/ecovative/index.htm 

Cont. p. 6
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Wild Mushrooms in Mexican Cooking
By Jason Cortlund
When thinking about ethnic cuisines that embrace wild fungi as key seasonal ingre-
dients, Central America doesn’t jump to the top of the list in my mind. But maybe it 
should.

Diana Kennedy has been studying, teaching and writing about Mexican cuisine for 
more than 40 years. She approaches the subject with anthropological acuity—delineat-
ing regional specificities, cataloguing multiple variations in recipes, and documenting 
unique species of native ingredients.

When recently reading through her 1978 book Recipes from the Regional Cooks of 
Mexico, I came across a passage about wild mushrooms:

…The mushrooms started to come in in July, first the small, succulent little 
brown clavitos, from which we made soup and filling for tacos; then the huit-
lacoche (corn fungus…); the delicate orange-yellow yemas, reddish enchi-
lados, and earth-colored tecamaniles; and the fibrous mass of little 
stalks called pata de pajaro (lit. “bird’s foot”) or escobilla—named for 
the little bunches of dried roots used for scrubbing dishes or vegeta-
bles. And as the rainy season progressed, there were more and more, 
blue, black, and white, the clumsy-looking cépes and finally the morels.

She notes that Mexican mushrooms are a study unto themselves, one that she 
hopes to explore in detail in a future book. In the five books of hers that I’ve read, I 
haven’t seen a detailed exploration of Mexican fungi—but I have found many more 
wild mushroom recipes—some for species that I wouldn’t normally consider cooking. 

For example, the “pata de pajaro” mushroom mentioned above refers to several ed-
ible species of Ramaria and Clavaria coral mushrooms, which she recommends boil-
ing in salted water for 20 minutes before stewing with dried chiles and other spices.

And in her 1998 book My Mexico, Kennedy includes traditional recipes for lobster 
mushroom tacos, Caesar’s amanitas in salsa verde, and Lactarius indigo with roasted 
chiles and cream.

If you’re not already familiar with the force of nature that is Diana Kennedy, I recom-
mend popping in to your local library branch and leafing through a few of her many 
titles. You might find some new ideas for cooking all those summer and fall edibles 
you’re collecting.

The application is organized exactly as the book is organized.  The publishers even 
included the important introductory material discussing mushroom morphology, 
cooking and eating, mushroom poisoning, and so on.  The only difference between 
the original and digital version is the inclusion of up-to-date information on classifica-
tion changes.  In fact, several names have also been changed in the text itself.  Sorely 
missed, though, is Gary’s useful spore print chart at the back of his book. 

One of the advantages of the National Audubon Society Field Guide to Mushrooms of 
North America is the relatively convenient portability of the book compared with most 
other field guides, which are both bulkier and heavier.  If carrying around extra weight 
is an issue for you, then you will find the digital version of this field guide to be as light 
as your cell phone.  The app is fantastic on the large iPad screen, but that device weighs 
about as much as the book does.  On walks, my hands are usually too busy holding 
cameras to deal with the iPad, though I do keep the iPhone handy in my vest pocket.  
Nevertheless, the program looks amazing on the iPad and is a pleasure to use at home.

Another advantage of the book is the large number of mushrooms included—some 
756—plus numerous look-a-likes not detailed in the main text.  The digital version 
has fewer mushrooms, 570, though this deficiency should be resolved in subsequent 
updates.  Those represented are generally the most common.  The publishers had dif-
ficulty in procuring photos for all the mushrooms in the book and so have chosen to 
leave them out of the program until they have decent photos to accompany the text.  
Speaking of the photos, they are by and large excellent, and as for errors, so far I’ve only 
found one though there may be a couple more.  I’ll be contacting them about that next.  

A complaint I frequently hear about the print guide is that the photos are separated 
from the text.  This format was the most efficient for the original publishers of their 
nature series. The book would have been rather large, heavy and cumbersome if the 
photos were placed adjacent to the information. However, the digital field guide ver-
sion has no problems putting the two together.  In fact, there are many cases in which 
more than one photo is displayed for each mushroom.  The program would be im-
proved if they had even more photos of each fungus.  Observers would be able to see 
it in its various life stages.

There are many ways to use the program: you can browse by shape, by order, and by 
name.  Bias seems to be always given to the common name (many invented by Gary 
to comply with the Audubon format), rather than the scientific name, but then the 
Audubon folks wanted to appeal to everyman.  Nevertheless it is possible to search 
using botanical names, whether old or new, that some of us are more familiar with or 
at least prefer.

New to the program, and really only possible in a digital format is a search page in 
which the user can input characteristics of an unknown mushroom, and expect to be 
given a few alternatives to select from.  Some of the characters include shape, habi-
tat, color, size, time of appearance, cap shape and textures, gill attachment and stalk 
shapes.  Knowing in advance what mushrooms I wanted to come up in searches, I was 
pleased that this method was reasonably accurate.  And you can’t beat the device for 
delivering   instantaneous answers.

Another interesting feature is the ability to keep a life list of sightings, record notes 
and take photographs of your finds.  All this information is synchronized and saved 
online at Audubon.  Now it would be wonderful if they made use of this information to 
create a national mushroom location survey, but as far as I can tell, they haven’t. I per-
sonally don’t find the life-list feature useful, but I can see that many people, particularly 
beginners, would appreciate it.

The digital version of the Audubon Guide to Mushrooms of North America costs 
$9.99 and is just one of several of their many electronic publications.  In addition to 
this one, I have also purchased guides to birds, mammals, wildflowers and trees, and 
another on animals called Audubon Nature New England, where I found the pictures 
and descriptions of brown bears and fisher cats that would probably like to make a 
snack of my dog up in the mountains of NH.  That’s the great thing about iTouch, iPad, 

iPhone and the Android phones.  You can fit so many programs, books, music, photos, 
language lessons, etc. on relatively little portable devices and information is delivered 
to you with a mere touch of the screen.  In fact I also have the Roger Phillip’s applica-
tion to consult with.  One version of it is free and the full version based on his book is 
only $1.99!  It covers more mushrooms than the Audubon guide, but I am not so crazy 
about the format, photos and search function.

So the question is: Does the digital version of the guide replace Gary’s print version?  
The answer is an emphatic no. I find myself regularly using both options.  I have three 
copies of Gary’s book all marked up, highlighted and underlined with colored inks and 
notes that I consult several times a week.  I can add notes to observations in a special 
section of the digital application, but I can’t add them next to or below the text.   Now 
that would be a nice feature for a future upgrade!  So my final conclusion is that if you 
are a techno-junkie like me, you would probably enjoy installing this application on 
your iPhone, ITouch, iPad or Android phone.  If you are a normal person, you needn’t 
feel left out.  In any case, this mushroomers’ bible is the Word, be it in print or on your 
smart device.

Huitlacoche, from Plants, Dover Publica-
tions, 1988.
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quite thrilled when late last fall I discovered a few schools of large fish.  This time of 
year I probe and study the beaches from Maine to New Jersey and by dint of fortune 
and persistence was able to unlock a few secrets long after most others had stopped 
fishing.  Eager to share my experience with a fishing buddy, I sent him a photo of one 
fish and a description of the day’s activity.  He lives three states away yet with bor-
rowed pride forwarded my email to his friend, a charter-boat captain operating even 
further up the coast. I was unable to fish the next day but my buddy showed up—along 
with over 50 other fishermen each with tales about “Bill and the great fishing there 
yesterday”. They had seen the pictures!!!  As it happened, the charter boat captain had 
forwarded my email to his client list and they had sent it along to their friends, and so 
forth.  

In the fishing world this is known as “burning” a location and is the primary reason 
why responsible fishing chat rooms are monitored and no longer divulge sites. In this 
hi-tech world the line between success and devastation, it seems, is but a click away.

Unlike fish, Morels and Ramps cannot move easily to another spot and so become 
extraordinarily susceptible to systematic eradication by concentrated exploitation. I 
have learned never to bring my mycology classes to new locations, sticking instead to 
the same spots associated with my college year after year, even though better ones ex-
ist, due to the fact that each and every spot we visit gets raked over and picked clean 
prior to our visit by members of previous classes. I show the students what I consider 
to be typical habitat, explain that this is a teaching-only site and encourage them to 
find their own places, but there are always a few who return to plunder the proven. 
Three prime morel sites which I knew to have produced for decades were wiped clean 
and barren by this plunder.

As an educator, the realization that my own students would forsake the ecological/ 
communitarian message of the class in favor of heedless greed troubles me deeply and 
gives me pause. The reasons I continue teaching are long and complex and are better 
addressed elsewhere. 

The trend towards faster and more powerful wireless technology continues unabated 
powered by Moore’s Law, and each season I see an increasing number of local myco-
logical groups and wild food gathers use it as they scour the woods in search of these 
now trendy treats.  With smart phones they are able to snap pictures and mark GPS 
coordinates of their finds and instantly send these out to friends or collaborators. Like 
commercial fishing factories which send out aircraft to find and track schools of fish, 
there are mushrooming groups which now send out their scouts days before a walk 
in order to track the flush so that their club would be guaranteed to have a ‘success-
ful’ outing. Paradoxically some groups will demand that anyone attending their forays 
must first join the club before going out, but in a baffling twist post the location and 
time of the walk in advance on their web and social network sites and encourage cur-
rent members to bring along a half dozen friends.

 Even if everyone were honest as could be, and only wanted a half dozen Morels or a 
handful of Ramps for their evening meal, thirty or forty collectors scouring a hillside 
or valley can cut a deep scar on the face of a fragile ecological community. Consider 
this, sans sheep,  the mycological equivalent of the Tragedy of The Commons. When 
any system reaches a tipping point, collapse follows in a flash.

Foraging is now trendy, and the same technological forces which help shape our 
social meaning of that experience and of those trendy products also provides the en-
hanced methods of precisely locating those scarce commodities which we now desire.  
It is a consequence unplanned but nevertheless devastating: Foraging at warp speed 
threatens to destroy the very thing we desire. In this case the difference between ex-
citement and exploitation is a tweet gone viral. Ramp up to 4G and watch as the real 
Ramps disappear.

In the fading hippie days of the 1970s, the social thinker and anarchist Paul Goodman 
commented on the limits of freedom. On a hot sticky day in the summer you might 
want to get away from the crowds and go to the beach, seeking comfort from the 

A Lesson Too Late for the Learnin’
By Bill Bakaitis
One of the reasons that I go mushrooming, in fact the thing I most love about it, is that 
it affords me an opportunity to move not only through the woods, but deeper inside 
myself. With each soft step I can slip deeper into the web of nature and slowly absorb 
what it has to teach.

This is a quiet pursuit, a solitary enterprise. A place where one learns that control 
and conquest is ephemeral and illusory and that the process of being there is what fills 
one’s basket with life’s treasures. For me it is time well spent. It is also the reason that I 
fish with a fly rod and hunt with a recurve.  Success in each of these pursuits depends 
upon slowly and patiently learning the ways of nature.

Recently I have been witness to a disturbing trend that seems poised to destroy much 
of what I love about being in the out-of-doors. It has to do with a desire for speed 
and an insistence that nature yield her treasures quickly and effortlessly. Powered by 
modern technology and supported by a culture of quick-cutting media, cut and paste 
scanning, bumper-sticker mentality, and instant-messaging devices this assault seems 
not only corrosive and addictive, but ultimately self-defeating.

In its mildest form we have all seen—and heard—groups of hikers or foragers with 
their digital mobile devices walking through the woods and talking with one another 
or with friends and acquaintances way out beyond the horizon. In this form the assault 
is merely irritating.

It never seems to occur to them that their ring tones are ugly and intrusive, or that 
the sound of their inane chatter is completely out of place in nature. But perhaps I don’t 
get it. Perhaps McKibben was right when he observed the ‘Death of Nature’ in our 
modern world. Perhaps those of us who desire quiet should just purchase a high-tech 
noise cancelling headset and get on with life. A nuisance perhaps, like the neighbor 
who has the yapping dog and thinks the dog’s right to bark trumps the neighborhood’s 
right to tranquility: a nuisance but not deeply destructive.

Move a notch up the technological scale and things become a bit more problematic. 
The self-defeating aspect of this crunch between technology and nature first became 
clear to me one October morning on a beach in Rhode Island. 

I had come to walk the beach alone, fly rod in hand, searching and waiting for False 
Albacore, those members of the tuna family which in the fall of the year periodically 
rush the beach in search of food. To better improve the chance of catching one I had 
studied the life cycles of the various bait fishes, their seasonal migratory patterns, 
the water temperatures, weather conditions, tide charts, and beach configurations.  
Nothing guaranteed, of course, but the thrill of having one of these fish hit your fly 
going 35 mph got me up at 1:00 in the morning, carried me through a three hour trip 
to the beach and an hour’s bracing hike to this likely spot. The tide was coming in, the 
sun was coming up and in the early morning glow, I was ready.

Then there they were, right in the pocket of a curve in the beach where I had ex-
pected them. I began to cast and then suddenly hordes of motor boats appeared, their 
twin engines roaring and their radios crackling to one another about the location of 
this pod of fish. Some of the boats overshot their mark—some always do—and went 
over the fish. And just as suddenly, the fish disappeared.  The boats sat idle for a few 
moments, then a message crackled from a distant spotter about another pod at a new 
location and off they roared, a small fleet of $40,000 to $500,000 boats churning off 
after a “trendy” fish which until a few years ago was considered “trash”.  

“Trendy”, that new marker of sophistication: like False Albacore, Morels and Ramps 
have also become “trendy” and hordes of foragers, foodies, purveyors, and locovores 
now prowl the woods in search of them, smart phones in hand.  More about this in a 
moment, but first another lesson learned from fishing. 

For the past three years, Striped Bass have failed to come to many of the beaches in 
the Northeast. The reasons for this are a separate story, but suffice it to say that I was 

Mary Wakino, Claudine Michaud, our 
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NYMS President, Elinoar Shavit. Photos 
by Jamie Newman.
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Prospect Park with its acres of linden, oak, and beech, its mulberries and June berries, 
was in their view just a green frame surrounding the playground, a border for the place 
where fun happened.  So much of who I am was formed by my friendship with trees; 
how would my daughters fare without finding their own strong relationship with na-
ture?  Remembering that my mother, too, had lacked any evidence of hunter-gatherer 
genes, I swallowed my disappointment and we blundered through.  

Ah, but my grandchildren!  When my first granddaughter turned five, we hiked 
together every weekend of the summer, often with New York City’s own Wildman, 
Steve Brill. Soon Kyana’s favorite foods were steamed baby jewelweed, burdock peti-
oles (blanched in two changes of water and lightly buttered), and the bloom stalks of 
cattails.  When her Junior Ranger walk leader told a boy that the fragrant white flower 
he held was probably not toxic, Kyana took issue: “Actually,” she informed the group, 
“Star-of-Bethlehem will make you sick.”  A few years later her younger brother, unwill-
ing to spend an entire day on foot, proved himself worth his weight in mushrooms on 
our first short walk together.  Pointing to a disreputable-looking growth at the base 
of a maple tree, Iiamn asked, “Is that one, Grandma?”  And so we collected Fistulina 
hepatica, an uncommon, pleasantly sour, edible species that looks like liver and – in 
defiance of all logic – the longer you cook it, the more it resembles raw meat.  

Children live closer to the ground.  Their eyes are less clouded by what they expect 
to see.  On a trip to the Prospect Park Zoo, my youngest granddaughter, Kylah, lis-
tened intently to the grownups talk about morels, those flavorful, highly-sought fungi 
that may or may not appear around dying elms or in orchards at apple-blossom time.  
Suddenly she stopped and pointed to the side of the path.  With no elm or apple tree in 
sight, she had found the only morel I’ve ever seen in Prospect Park.  

When Kylah was three, she began accompanying me to my new favorite hunting 
ground in New Jersey.  We boarded a train at Penn Station, hopped off at a commuter 
parking lot at South Mountain Reservation, and—on weekdays, at least—had an entire 
mountain, with its deer and bunnies, black walnuts and berries and fungi, virtually to 
ourselves.  And how she loved the trees, especially large, obstructive, recently fallen 

throngs. So do thousands of others, and each acting independently and reacting to 
the same natural and social forces arrive at the same beach at the same time to find it 
packed towel to towel with the horde all sought to escape. Add social media and you 
end up with crowd action on steroids.  When everyone, Goodman concludes, is free 
to do their own thing, someone’s thing is to tell you what to do.   Enter “Posted” signs, 
“Environmental Regulation”, and Libertarian reaction.

This spring while photographing a Black Morel in situ, I was approached by a hiker 
who chanced by, came over, and noticed the morel, even though I had quickly shifted 
location to a nearby wildflower. He smiled, took a shot of a nearby marker and as he 
walked away played with his smart phone.    Forty-five minutes later, as I was walking 
out of the woods, a group of three hikers with collecting baskets rushed past me. They 
said they were heading for the spot near the bridge where the rocks are. Their buddy 
told them that Blacks were up.

Another spot burned!
The process of nature is slow. Changes come gradually. Development of organism 

to site is organic, interrelated, balanced even though the final flush may seem swift.  
The unintended consequences of mobile modern technology in the hunt and harvest 
of wild foods poses severe threats to the sustainability of these products. It is an oxy-
moron, similar to “unobtrusive ring tones” in the Forest Primeval. There is no way a 
slowly developing patch of Blacks or Ramps can win in this race. Sooner rather than 
later, at least here in the populated Northeast, they are destined to be lunched.

“Creamed Ramps with Morels, Monsieur?  Oh yes, a fine choice; our most popular. 
And may I suggest the Chablis Premier Cru Fourchaume? Excellent!  Would you like 
that I charged to your smart phone Monsieur?  But of course.”

ones!  She would fling her little body onto and over their thick trunks as if crossing 
into another dimension.  If she began to tire before I was ready to head home, I would 
squint into the distance.  “Kylah,” I’d say, “is that a tree across the path down there?”  
And off she’d go, revived.   I shared her love of the fallen, since that’s where many 
mushroom species choose to grow.  Sixteen years later, Kylah still tells the story of her 
grandmother’s charge up a steep ridge to harvest a Gymnopilus spectabilis —   the closest 
thing the Northeast has to a hallucinogenic mushroom—from a crumbling log.  Big 
Laughing Gym in hand, I turned, waved, lost my balance and—in her words—cart-
wheeled down in slow motion, preceded by the fungus.  “What did you like best about 
those days?” I asked her recently.  She thought for a moment. “Spending time with 
you,” she said, and a moment later added, “Knowing the names of things, even when we 
weren’t together.  I remember the first time I saw Burdock and knew its name.”  

Precious times for me as well.  My grandchildren thrived on the lessons my chil-
dren were not ready to receive.  Yet today, in my grown daughters, seeds I thought 
had withered are alive and well:  the food on their plates is fresh, local, and real; they 
tend to their minor ills with tinctures of Echinacea, Spilanthes, and St. John’s Wort.  
And while Cleo, Anneke, and Cameille have few specific memories of interacting with 
plants (pokeberry painting aside), each tells me that the teas and fresh foods of her 
childhood made her feel loved and secure.  Loved and secure—the exact feelings that 
sustained me at age ten as I rode my trusty cedar across the abyss. That suffused my 
gangly thirteen-year old self, dreaming on a gray limb in a cloud of apple blossoms.    
Who am I to dictate the path by which these assurances reach us?  When my daughters 
are ready to go deeper, their children will teach them.
Terry-Anya Hayes is a writer, herbalist, and wild foods educator, and a past president 
of NYMS.
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